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Laughter* 

HENRI BERGSON 

· TaE CoMIC IN GENERAL--TEE Co:u:tc ELEMENT IN FoRMs 
'AND MOVEMENTS-ExPANSIVE FoRCE OF THE Come - ,. 

What does laughter -1nean? What is the basal element in the laugh
-able? What common ground can we find between 't1L grimace' of a 
meny-andrew, a play upon words, an equivocal situation in a burlesque 

·:and a .scene of high comedy? What method of distillation will yield 
.-u.s inva.ri<!.bly the same essence from which .so many different products 
~.borrow either their obtrusive odour or their delicate perfume? Th~ 
,~test of thinkers, from Aristotle downwards, have tackled this little 
:.problem, which has a lQ]a.ck of ~g every effort, of slipping away 
-~d escaping only to bob up again, a pert c:halleoge flung at .philo-
:.SOphic speculation. , 
:~- ;· _Our excuse Joe attacking :the problem in our turn mwt lie ~in the 

"J~'act ~ we -shall not_ aim at ~in~ .the ~c spirit wi~. a 
;~!definitton. 1\Ye -regard 1t, above as a liVUIK thing. -However tnvial -
J-Ji.t :o:iay ,be, we ·.shalf.treat it ~th the .respect .due tf? life. We Mall 
&confine_._.oufselves ,to watching it grow and -expand. :Passing by :im
~tible -gradations _!rom -one foan to .another, it .wi.IJ. be seen to 
~eve the -.strangest -metamorphoses. We .shall ~nothing .we 
~,have;seen. -J.laybe we may gain fnxn this prolonged contact, for ,-the 
~,JD.ader oLthat, something more flexible than an abstract definition,
·.a ·practiCal, _intimate acquaintance, such as springs from a long .com
.panionship. And maybe we may also find that, unintentionally, we 

. - n"nri llergron, from "Laughter" [1900], ·Fred Rothwell, 
·JNylie Sypher; ed. (Doubleday&:. Cotnp&Df, 1956). 
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have made an acquaintance that is useful. 
it. 

it conjures up -.in its 

visions that are .at once accepted and understood by .the 1 

:-social group. Can it then fail to throw light for us on the- ..... _,-·~);· 
human imagination works, and more particularly social, :collective",~~ 
popular .hnagination? Begotten of real life and .akin to art, -shoUkhit' 
not also have something of its own to tell us about art .and 

At the outset we .shall put fonvard three observations which-~: 
Jook upon as fundamental They have less bearing on 1he ~t: 
comic than on the field within .which it must be sought. .,. ,_._..,. 

, cD · ... /-:~~1:::~x t 
'The ·first point to which attention should be call : ···· 

not .exist outside the p e a IS stricti-- .___ . ··-•·--: 

mav be beiucifpl rh<~nnina <'tnd sublime. or 
and ugly; it will never be laughable. You may laugh at an,~;:--
.bitt on1ykcause you have detected in it .some human _.....: ..... ..t_ -

. .pression. You may laugh .at ·a--hat;- but Wbat--yoti.- .are 
-in this case, is not the piece of felt or straw, bUt the _ 
m~ have given it,~e human caprice whose mould ~t has ~~: 
It u strange that so rmportant a fact, and such a Sl!Dple one<i~;: 
has not attracted to a greater degree the attention of philosophers: 
~eral have defined man as "an animal which laughs." They might" 
equally well have defined him as an animal which is laughed at;:for
if any other animal, or some lifeless object, produces the same -effect, 
it is always because of s6me resemblance to man, of the stamp he give$ 
it or the use he puts it to. 

Here I would point out, as a ·symptom equaily -worthy of 
the absence of feeling which usually accompanies laughter. It-~ 
as 'though"the comic could not produce its disturbing. effect unl~_;;!_I·,-;· 
fell~ -ro io say, On the surfaCe -of a sou1 that iS thoroughly calm ; , __ 
.unruflled. Indifference is its natural environment; for laughter >has 
greater foe than emotion. I do not" mean that we could not laugh 'f.B(-"

_a person-':""ho irupires Us with '}lity, "foe ~Ce, or -even with aff~~-;~ 
·tiori, but in such a case we must, for the moment, put our affecti()ri 
--out of court and impose silence upon our pity. In a society com~; 
Ol pure -intelligences there would -probably be .no more ·tears, ·· · • 
perhaps there would. 5till be laughter; whereas highly emotional 
in ·~e and unison with life, in :whom every -event -would be 
meiltally prolonged and re-echoed, --would neither know nor underst<>::; 
Ja11ghter. Try, for a. __ moment, to become interested in everything • 
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-is being said and done; -act, in "im3gination,' with those -Who. act, and 
feel 'with those iwho feel; in a -word, give, your sympathy its widest 
-expansion:-~ .though at the 'touch <>f a fairy -wand you- ·will see the 
fiimsiest of Objects assume importance, .and a gloomy hue iipread over 
everything. Now step aside, look upon life as 8. disinterested spectator: 
tll¥-Y a drama will tum into .a-'COID.edy. It is -enough for .us to stop 
our ears to the sound of music .in a toom, where dancing is going 
on, for the -dancers at once to .appear ridiculous. How many human 
actions would stand a similar test? Should we not see many of them 
suddenly pass from grave to gay, on isolating them from the accom· 

~anying music of sentiment? To produce the whole of -its effect, then, 
.the COIDlC demands something like a momentary anesthesia of -the 
·heart, Its appeal is to intelligence, pure and simple. 

. This intelligence, however, must always remain in -touch with other 
intelligences. And here is the third fact to which attention should -be 
drawn. You •Would hardly appreciate the comic if you felt yourself 
isolated from others. Laughter appears to stand in need of an echo . 
Listen to it carefully: it is not an articulate, clear, well-defined sound; 
if-lis something which would fain be prolonged by reverberating from 
one to another, something beginning with a crash, to continue in 
-successive Iumblings, like thunder in a mountain. _Still, this reverber· 
ation cannot go on for eVer. It can travel within as wide a circle 
as you please: the circle remains, none the less, a closed one. -Our 
laughter is always the laughter of a group. It may, perchance, ha.ve 
happened to you, when seated in a railway carriage o;ar=Fa'bk d,hOte, 
to hear travellers relating to one another stories whicll. must have 
been comic to them, for they laughed-heartily. ilad you been one of 
their company, you would have laughed like them, but, as you were 
not, you had no desire whatever to do -sO. A man who was once 
Asked why he ·diet not weep at a sermon when everybody ~ise Was 
·shedding tears .. -replied: "I don't belong to the -parish!" What that 
-lna.n thought of tears would be still more true ofb.ughter. However spon· 
-taneous it seems, laughter always implies a kind of secret .freemasoncy, 
or even complicity, with <)ther laughers, real or imaginary. 'How often 
-has- it been .said that the fuller the theatre, the more uncontrolled 
~the·laugbter of the audience! On the other hand, how often has the 
remark been made that many comic effects are incapable of transla· 
tion from one language to another, because they refer to the customs 
.and ideas of a ·particular social group! It is through not undentand· 
ini the importance of this double fact that the comic has been looked 
upon as a .mere curiosity in which the mind finds .amusement, :and 
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.,_ 
laughter itself as a ·strange, isolated -phenoJJ?-enon, without,~ 

·'On 'the rest of human activity. Hence those definitions which 
make the un:nic into an abstract relation between ideas: ·~an il 
-~contrast," "a patent absurdity,'~~tc., definitions which,--even:"' 
they really .suitable to -every ·-form of .,the -comic, would not -.i 
.least explain why the -comic makes .w; laugh. How, indeed,_ 
.come about that this .particular logical relation, as soon as it js-- .. 

ceived, contracts, expands -and shakes our limbs, whilst all -otbe:r 
tions leave the body _unaffected? It is not from this point d 
.that we shall approach the problem. To wuierstand laughter;'~ 
put it back into its natural environment, which is society, -and 
all must .we determine the utility of its function, which is a social 
Such, let us say at once, will be the leading idea of all our investii, 
tions. Laughter must answer to certain requirements of life in · 
mon. It must have a social ~cation. 

Let us clearly mark the point--towards which our three pre.lirnini 
observations are converging. The comic will come into being, it --31 
pears, whenever a group of men concentrate their .attention ·on----~ 

of t!t~num~v imposing silence .on their emoticii:ts -and calling in~~, 
play nothing but their intelligence. . . . \~ 

(efore going further, let us halt a moment aDd glance around. ~As 
we hinted at the outset of this study, it would be idle to attemPt ;Jc, 
derive every comic effect from one simple formula. The formula exists 
well enough in a certain sense, but iU development does not follow_:;a.:
straightforward course. What I ;mean is that the process of deductiOO .
ought from time to time' to -stop and study ce"rtain c~inating cffecb, . 
and -that these effects each appear as models round which new. "effects • 
TeSem.bli.ng :them take their places in a circle. TheSe latter are ~-
deductions' from the formula, but are comic through their. re!aticmshiJ:I~:~ 
with those that are. T.o quote ·Pascal again, I see no objecti:m, :-, 
this stage, to defining the process· by the CUtve which that ge~ 
atudied rmd.er the name of . ..,-ouktt~ or ~o~d _;!le curve traced .
a point in the circumference of a wheel w en the carriage is 
vancing in a straight line: ·this point turns like J:he wheel, 
advances like 1he caniage. <;>r else we might think of an 
avenue such as are to be 11een m the forest' of Fontaineblea~ ,, 
crosses at intervals to indicate ·the crossways: at each of these we 

walk round the cross, -explore for a while the paths that .open _.1 "-" 

.before us, and then Teturn to our original c.6urse. Now, we have -ju 
-reached one of these mental ~ · · • · · 

th• 
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directions. -What·.are these direct¥ms? 'There appear ·to be<three-main 
ones. -We will follow them one after the other, and .then continue our 
onward course. - --

.•. , 
' 

-1. :Jn the -first place, this view ·of -the mechanical -and ·the living 
doveiailed -into ·each other makes us incline. towards the vaguer image 
of s"ome ~er applied to the m~ of life, in an awk
ward attempt to follow its lines ·and counterieit its suj)pleness. Here 
we perceive howreasy it is for-· a garment to become ridiculous, It 
might almost .be -said that every -fashion is laughable in some respect. 
Only, when we. ·jlre -dealing with the fashion of the day, we are so 
accustomed to it that the garment :Seems, in our mind, to form one 
with the individual wearing it. We do not separate them in imagina
tion. The idea no longer occurs to us to contrast the inert -rigidity 
of the covering with the living suppleness of the object covered: conse
quently, the comic here remains in a latent condition. It will -only 
succeed in emerging when the natural incompatibility is so deep·seated 
-between the covering and the covered that even an immemorial asso
ciation fails to cement this union: a case in point is our head and 
top hat. Suppose, however, some eccentric individual dresses himself 
in the fashion of fomier times our attention is immediately drawn to 
the clothes themselves; we absolutely distinguish them from the in
dividual, we say that the latter ir disguising himself,-as though every 
article of clothing were not a ~e!-and the laughable aspect of 
fashion comes out qf the shadow into the light. 

Here we are .beginning to catch a faint glimpse of the highly intri
cate diffiCulties raised by this problem of the comic.. One of the reasons 
that must have given rise to many erroneous or unsatisfac:tory theories 
cif laughter is that -many things are comic de jure without being comic 
.de facto, the continuity of custom having deadened within them the 

. comic. quality. ~ sudden dissolution of continuity is needed, a break 
_-With fashion, for this quality to ·revive. Hence the impression that this 
dissolution of continuity is the parent of the comic, whereas all it 

-:'does is to bring it •to our notice. Hence, again, the explanation of 
'laughter by surprise, contra.rt, etc., definitions which ·would equally 
apply to a host of .cases in 'which we have no inclination whatever 
-to laugh. The truth of the matter is far from being so simple .... 

2. Our starting-point is again ''something mechanical encrusted 
upon .the living." Where did the-comic come from in this case? It 
came from the fac:t that -the living bOdy became rigid, like a machine.· 
Accordingly, it seemed to us that the living body ought to be the per
I-ection ·of suppleness, the ever--alert activity of a principle always at 

i" 
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work. :But this activity would -really belong to -the soul _rather_,:~i
the body. It-would be the very flame of life, -kindled within ,Jls·;~zy.A~~---i 
higher principle and perceived through the body, as though tb~h~~-··: 
a glass. When we see _only gracefulness and suppleness in .the li~!- ~ 
.body, it ·is because we disregard .in it the elements of weight, ~_of ~ic":,}[; 
sistance, and, in a word, of matter; we forget its materiality and ~1Q·
only-of its vitality, a vitality which we regard as derived frOm ,the ~cy;~:
principle of intellectual and moral life. Let us suppose, however, ~tl;l.at'~
our attention i.5 -drawn to this material side of the body; -that, ,_so far'1~' 
from sharing in the lightness .and subtlety of the principle -with w~_·c·_ 
it i.5 .animated, the body is no more in our eyes than a heavy :,and'' 
cumbersome vesture, a kind of irksome ballast which holds down -_;io · 
earth a soul eager to rise aloft. Then the body will become to _.the 
50ul what, as we have just seen, the garment was to the body ·-itself;~. 
inert matter dwnped down upon living energy. The impression of ~th~-~ 
comic will be produced as soon as we have a clear apprehension Pi: 
this putting the one on the other. And we shall experience it .moSt· 
strongly -when we are . .shown the soul tantalised by the needs --ef----the , __ 
body: on the one hand, the moral personality v.-ith its intelligen~. 
varied energy, and, on the other, the stupidly monotonous body, per
petually obstructing everything with· its -machine~like obstinacy. The 
more paltry and uniformly repeated these claims of the body, the more 
striking will be the result. But that is only a matter of degree, and the 
general law of these phenomena may be forrnulat.ed as follows: .At;y 
incident is comic that calls our attention to the physical in a person, 
when· it is the moral side that is concerned . ... 
. · 3. Let ~s then return, for tlie last tiine, to our central image-sorde
thing mechanical encrusted on something living. Here, the living being 
under dilicussion was a human being, a penon. A mechanical arrange-." ,, 
ment, on the other hand, is a thing. What, therefore, incited laughterJ· ·c 
was the mo~entary ·transformatio~ of a person into a thing, if -®e _ 
considers the image 'from this standpoint. Let us then pass from ,the··,:~ 
exact idea of a machine to -the vaguer -ene of a thing in general. W.e_:- · 
-shall have a fresh -series of laughable images which will be -obtai:ri~. -:, 
by .taking a blurred impression, so _to tpeak, of the outlines of .d;!.e}; 
former and will bring us to :this new law: We .laugh every time:~?_.: 
person gives us the impression of .being a thing . .•. The comic :i~T'f
that side of a penon which reyeals his likeness to a thing, that aspect:~: 
of human events whidl, through its peculiar inelasticity, conveys the,~~. 
impression of pure mechanism, of automatism, of movement witholl;t:;;; .. 
life. Consequent!~ it expresses an individual or collective impedectio~_',;/ ' 
which calls Jor an immediate corrective. This COITective -ili laughteiJ¥'1-
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a-~~~ r ;,out and .represses .a special kind of absent-
mmdedness m ,-.nen and m -events. . .. 

-Henoe 'the::~quiv~l nature <Of the comic. It -belongs neither alto
cgether.1o art.n.or~r._to_life. On the one hand, characters in 
real life--Would-;ever ·make us laugh were we not capable .of watching 
their vagaries in ·tb! same way as we look down at a play from our 
seat in a box; th'ey are only comic in our eyes because they pedorm 
a kind of comedy- before us. But, on the other hand, the pleasure 
caused by laughter, even on th~- stage, is not an unadulterated enjoy
ment; it i.5 not a pleasure that is exclusively esthetic or altogether 
disinterested. ·It always implies a secret or unconscious intent, if not 
of each one of us, at all events of society as a whole. In laughter 
we always find an· unavowed intention to humiliate, and consequently 
to correct our neighbour, if not in his will, at least in his deed. This 
is the reason a -olllledy is far more like real life than a drama is.. 
The more sublime the drama, the more profound the analysis to which 
the poet has had to subject the raw materials of daily life in order 
to obtaht the tragic element in its unadulterated form. On the con
trary, it is only in its lower aspects, in light comedy and farce, that 
comedy is in striking contrast to reality: the higher it rises, the more 
it approximates to life; in fact, there are scenes in real life so closely 
bordering on high-class comedy that the stage might adopt them with
out changing a single word. 
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